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BackTrack 5 is an operating system designed specifically with the pen tester in mind. Based on Ubuntu GNU / Linux ... distribution, it comes packed with a formidable collection of security tools for vulnerability assessment, forensics and penetration testing. BackTrack 5 is the newest player on the stable and supports Live CD and Live
USB functionality. The tools are thoroughly categorized under 12 headings. We know SearchSecurity.in have put together an extensive set of tutorials in PDF form to cover the different aspects of BackTrack 5. Based on exploring BackTrack 5's VA tools, we look at the covered exploit frameworks that avoid registration, web-command
utilization, and an overview of pen testing. We have made these BackTrack 5 tutorials available for free download in PDF format for offline reference. You can find links to our comprehensive list of BackTrack 5 PDF tutorials below. BackTrack 5, codenamed Revolution, is the long-awaited sequel to BackTrack 4 R2. BackTrack 5 is built
from scratch and has experienced major improvements and bug fixes. It comes pre-packaged with a full-fledged arsenal of penetration testing tools, password biscuits and port scanners. This tutorial looks at performing vulnerability assessment (VA) and gathering information under BackTrack 5. You can download this BackTrack 5 tutorial
in PDF format along with the rest of our BackTrack 5 PDF tutorials for offline reference. In this part of our BackTrack 5 Guide, we explore the use of BackTrack 5's toolkit to utilize remote systems with the framework and use the rights escalation tool John the Ripper to crack passwords on external Windows systems. You can download this
BackTrack 5 tutorial in PDF format along with the rest of our BackTrack 5 tutorial PDF files for offline reference. After covering information gathering/VA and exploiting tools earlier, in the third installment of our BackTrack 5 tutorial, we move on to how penetration testers can perform credential theft, privilege escalation and SQL injections
using BackTrack 5 and its prepackaged tools. You can download this BackTrack 5 tutorial in PDF format along with the rest of our BackTrack 5 PDF tutorials for offline reference. The art of using stealth actions is an important skill for a good penetration tester. This essentially helps to understand how a blackhat avoids detection, and the
vulnerabilities used to achieve this. Our guide fourth installment looks at how you can perform stealth actions using BackTrack 5. You can download this BackTrack 5 tutorial in PDF format along with the rest of our BackTrack 5 tutorial PDF files for offline reference. The first four parts of our Backtrack 5 training guide looked at different
aspects of the penetration testing process. In this last installment, get a complete overview of everything you need to know to conduct an ethical hacking and penetration testing exercise quickly identify vulnerabilities in your network. You can download this BackTrack 5 tutorial in i format along with the rest of our BackTrack 5 PDF tutorials
for offline reference. This guide will familiarize you with web exploit toolkits and their application under BackTrack 5. It covers several exploit toolkits like darkMySQLi, fimap, SQLmap and XSSer. You can download this BackTrack 5 tutorial in PDF format along with the rest of our BackTrack 5 tutorial PDF files for offline reference. You can
follow our Twitter feed on @SearchSecIN Backtrack is one of the most popular Linux distributions used for Penetration testing and Security Audit. The backtrack development team is sponsored by Offensive Security. On August 30, 2012, Backtrack 5 R3 was released. This included the addition of about 60 new tools, most of which were
released during the Defcon and Blackhat conference held in Las Vegas in July 2012. In this series of articles, we will look at most of the new tools that were introduced with Backtrack 5 R3 and look at their use. Some of the notable changes included tools for mobile penetration testing, GUI tools for Wi-fi cracks and a whole new category
of tools called physical utilization. Getting backtrack 5 R3 There are two ways to get up and running fast with Backtrack 5 R3. If you are already running Backtrack 5 R2, you can upgrade to Backtrack 5 R3 by following the steps described on this page. Or you can do a fresh installation of Backtrack 5 R3 from the downloads section on
Backtrack's official website. A list of the new tools released with Backtrack 5 R3 according to Backtrack's official website is libcrafter, blueranger, dbd, inundator, cutter, mercury, cutycapt, trixd00r, artemisa, rifiuti2, netgear-telnetenable, jboss-autopwn, deblaze, sakis3g, voiphoney, apache users, phrasendrescher, kautilya, manglefizz,
rainbowcrack, rainbowcrack-mt, lynis-audit, spooftooph, wifihoney, twofi, truecrack, uberharvest, acccheck, state processor, iphoneanalyzer, jad, javasnoop, mitmxproy, ew multimac, netsniff-ng, smbexec, websploit, dnmap, johnny, unix-privesc-check, sslcaudit, dhcpig, intercepter-ng, u3-pwn, binwalk, laudanum, wifite, tnscmd10g
bluepot, dotdotpwn, subterfuge, puzzle, urlcrazy, creddump, android-sdk, apktool, ded, dex2jar, droid box, smali, termineter, bbqsql, htexploit, smartphone-pentest-framework, fern-wifi-cracker, powersploit, and webhandler. We will discuss most of these tools in this series. Fern-Wifi-Cracker Fern Wi-fi cracker is a program written in python
that provides a GUI for cracking wireless networks. Usually you have to run aireplay-ng, airodump-ng and aircrack-ng separately to crack wireless networks, but Fern-Wifi-cracker makes this job very simple for us by acting as a façade over these tools and hiding all the intricate details from us. It also comes with a lot of tools that help you
carry out attacks like Session Hijacking, find a specific system geolocation based on its Mac address etc. Fern Wi-fi cracker can be found under Wireless Utilization tools like in the figure below. Before starting with Fern Wi-fi cracker, it is important to note that you have a Wi-Fi card that supports package injection. In my case I'm running
backtrack 5 R3 as a VM and I've connected an external Alfa Wi-fi card to it. You can check if your card can be put into screen mode by simply typing airmon-ng, and it will show you the list of interfaces that can be put into screen mode. Once this is done, open fern wi-fi cracker. Select the appropriate interface that you want to sniff at.
Once you have selected it, it will automatically create a virtual interface (mon0) on top of the selected interface (wlan0), as shown in the image below. Now click Scan for access points. As you can see from the results, it found 4 networks with WEP and 1 network with WPA. In this case we will be cracking a WEP network named Infosec
test, which I set up for testing purposes. Click on the network Infosec test and it will show you its specific information like BSSID of the access point, the channel where the access point sends on etc. Bottom right you can choose from a variety of attacks like Arp request replay attack, caffe latte attack etc. In my case I will be going for an
Arp request replay attack. Once this is done, click wi-fi attack and this will start the whole process of cracking WEP. You will now see that some IV's are being captured as shown in the picture below. The tool will also tell you whether your card injects arp packages correctly or not as shown in the lower right part of the image below. Once
enough IV's have been collected, it will start cracking the WEP key automatically. Similarly, Fern Wi-fi cracker can be used to crack the WPA. It just makes the whole process so simple for us. It also provides some additional functionality for hijacking sessions and locating a computer's geolocation through its Mac address. I recommend
you check it out. Dnmap Imagine that you have to scan a large network containing thousands of computers. Scanning via nmap from a single computer will take quite some time. To resolve this issue, Dnmap was created. Dnmap is a structure that follows a client/server architecture. The server issues nmap commands to clients, and the
clients execute it. In this way, the load of performing such a large scan is distributed among customers. The commands that the server gives to its clients are in a command file. The results are stored in a log file that is stored on both the server and the client. The entire process of running Dnmap follows these steps. Create a list of
commands you want to run and save it to a file .txt. Note the server's IP address. Run the dnmap server and give the command file as an argument. Connect the clients to the server. Note that the server must be reachable from the client. Let's make the demo now. I have 2 virtual machines both running Backtrack 5 R3. I will run Dnmap
server on one of the machines and one client on the other. Open dnmap under the Information Gathering category - &gt; Network Analysis - &gt; Identify live hosts. The next step is to create a .txt file. As you can see from the image below, I have 3 commands in the commands.txt file. Now type the command as shown in the picture below
to start the dnmap server. I have started dnmap server to listen on port 800. As you can see, it currently records no clients. Therefore, the next step is to get some customers to connect to this dnmap server. It is also better to specify the location of the log file, which should contain all the results. On my other BT machine, I run the following
command to connect the client to the server. Note that the internal IP address of my dnmap server is 10.0.2.15 and since my other virtual machine is also in the same internal network, it is able to reach the server. You must also specify the port that you are connecting to on the server. It is also optional to specify an alias for the client.
When the client connects to the server, you will see that the client begins to execute the commands it receives from the server. On the server side, you will notice that it recognizes this client and displays it in the output. It also keeps giving you regular information like the number of commands executed, uptime, online status, etc. When the
scans are complete, dnmap stores the results in a folder named nmap_output. The results are stored in .nmap-, .gnmap and xml formats. There are separate output files for each command. It is advisable to clear all the previous files in nmap_output or save them somewhere else before starting a new scan. This is what an example of an
answer file looks like. In this article we looked at a few of the most popular tools that were introduced with Backtrack 5 R3. In additional articles in this series, we will discuss about many other new tools that were provided with Backtrack 5 R3. If there is a specific tool that you want me to write about, or if you have questions, comments,
suggestions regarding this series, please write them down in the comments below. References: References:
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